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Abstract
This paper addresses the fundamental issues
of multiple views and tight coupling in
visualization. It presents a basic theory and
formalization for multiple views consisting of a
model, language, taxonomy, and system. Armed
with this theory, visualization researchers have a
better understanding of the design space of
multiple views and a firm foundation to build on.
It provides visualization designers with
guidelines for design possibilities. In addition,
the system demonstrates that end users can
employ the specification language to gain a new
level of flexibility in visualization.

of data to place in each view, and the choice of
interactive tight coupling between the views is
highly dependent on these factors. Since needs
change with time, a flexible approach is best.
The multiple-view strategy reveals many
fundamental issues in visualization that must be
explored. Can the concept of tight coupling
between multiple views be solidified into a sound
theory? This paper offers an initial model,
specification language, and taxonomy for tight
coupling between multiple views, and an
implemented system that uses this specification
language to link views in a flexible fashion
[Nor00].

Keywords: visualization, multiple views, tight
coupling, taxonomy, specification language.
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1

Introduction

The use of multiple views in visualization
has emerged as a valuable strategy [BWK00]
[Shn98] [Rob98] [LRB97] [JBO94]. Multiple
views enable the use of different visualizations
for different aspects of a data set, thereby giving
users additional insight.
Tight coupling
(sometime called “coordination” or “linking”)
between the views keeps the views synchronized
during interaction, enables users to relate
information between the views, and aids in
navigation. Empirical studies of multiple views
have shown significant improvement in user
performance in a variety of situations (browsing
software [SSS86], large 2D spaces [BW90],
hierarchies [CS94], lists [NS00]).
The design of multiple-view visualizations
must be fine tuned according to the target data
and user tasks. The choice of views, the choice

Model and Language

A formal model for multiple views and tight
coupling enables the definition of a specification
language. First, an individual view is defined
simply as a display of a set of data items. This
paper is not so concerned with the display itself.
The display might be any visualization technique
from the literature [CMS99] (e.g. a scatterplot of
the data items).
Second, a tight coupling between a pair of
views is a constraint between related data items
in the views. It links user interface actions on
data items in one view to (potentially different)
user interface actions on related data items in the
other view. Data relationships can be specified
in the data itself (e.g. as in a relational database).
User interface actions that can be tight coupled
are view dependent. Each view has a list of user
interface actions that are intrinsic to its display
strategy that can be coupled to other views (e.g.
selecting and highlighting data-item dots in a
scatterplot).

Hence, a specification language that
represents a tight coupling between two views
consists of a pair of triples:
((viewA, actionA, itemsA),
(viewB, actionB, itemsB))
This specification means that performing
user interface action actionA on the set of data
items itemsA in view viewA should immediately
also perform user interface action actionB on the
set of data items itemsB in view viewB, and vice
versa. Typically, itemsA and itemsB will be
related by some computable relation (e.g. the
identity relation so that itemsA=itemsB, or by a
relational join) so that the tight coupling can be
automatically executed by the system.
Tight coupling is commutative (bidirectional). If:
((viewA, actionA, itemsA),
(viewB, actionB, itemsB))
then:
((viewB, actionB, itemsB),
(viewA, actionA, itemsA)).
Tight coupling is also transitive (chain). If:
((viewA, actionA, itemsA),
(viewB, actionB, itemsB))
and
((viewB, actionB, itemsB),
(viewC, actionC, itemsC))
then:
((viewA, actionA, itemsA),
(viewC, actionC, itemsC)).
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Hence, a tight coupling between a pair of
views links one of these actions in one view to
another action in the other view. The taxonomy
classifies tight couplings by the three possible
combinations of these actions (Figure 1):
1. ((viewA, select, itemsA),
(viewB, select, itemsB))
2. ((viewA, navigate, itemsA),
(viewB, navigate, itemsB))
3. ((viewA, select, itemsA),
(viewB, navigate, itemsB))
Note that there are only 3 distinct
combinations not 4, since combination 3 is
equivalent to ((viewB, navigate, itemsB),
(viewA, select, itemsA)) because tight coupling
is commutative.

Select ↔ Select

Navigate ↔ Navigate

Taxonomy

A taxonomy is helpful to understand the
design space of possibilities and to classify
existing systems. In general, views have two
basic classes of user interface actions:
• Select: Users can select and highlight data
items in the view to express interest in them,
or possibly to initiate other forms of
manipulation on them. Other possibilities
include graying out non-selected items as in
the Dynamic Queries [AW95] approach.
• Navigate: Users can navigate the view to
focus on certain data items or to bring other
data items into display. Example navigation
actions for different types of views include:
scroll,
pan,
zoom,
slice,
rotate,
ascend/descend tree, follow link, open file,
load data, etc.

Select ↔ Navigate
Figure 1: Taxonomy

3.1

Select ↔ Select
The Select↔Select class of tight coupling

links selection actions on items in one view to
selection actions on items in the other view, and
vice versa.
For example, in EDV [EW95] (Figure 2)
users can display a data table in many different
types of plots. Then, users can select and
highlight a subset of the data items in one of the

plots using the mouse. Immediately, the same
subset of items are also automatically highlighted
(in bright yellow) in all the other plots. This tight
coupling strategy is commonly called ‘brushing
and linking’, and helps users correlate equivalent
or related items across views. Many exploratory
data analysis systems use this strategy to
visualize multi-dimensional data point sets with
multiple tightly coupled views. The specification
for the tight coupling between the two
scatterplots in Figure 2 is:
((scatterplotA, select, items),
(scatterplotB, select, items)).

Figure 3: Navigational View Builder

3.2

Navigate ↔ Navigate
The Navigate↔Navigate class of tight

coupling links navigation actions in one view to
simultaneous navigation actions in the other
view, and vice versa.
This maintains
synchronization of views while navigating (e.g.
scrolling, panning, zooming, slicing, traversing,
etc.) through correlated information spaces.
For example, the synchronized-scrolling
strategy tightly couples the scroll bars of two
visualizations. SeeDiff [BE96] synchronizes
scrolling through two version of a source code
file for analyzing changes (Figure 4). This
approach avoids losing the relationship between
the files and saves users from tedious repetition
of scrolling actions in each view.
The
specification for SeeDiff assumes there is a
source code line matching function called diff:
((oldFile, scroll, line),
(newFile, scroll, diff(line))).

Figure 2: Brushing with EDV
For an example with a different type of data
and views, the Navigational View Builder
[MFH95] (Figure 3) enables users to visualize
and navigate large web sites. It displays the
entire web site as a hierarchy of web pages in a
ConeTree view (left), which emphasizes the tree
structure, and also a TreeMap view (center),
which emphasizes numerical and categorical
node attributes. Selecting a node from either
view also highlights that node in the other view,
and displays the selected web page in the web
browser view (right). The specification for the
ConeTree and TreeMap is:
((ConeTree, select, node),
(TreeMap, select, node)).

Figure 4: Synchronized scrolling with SeeDiff
As an example of how this taxonomy might
suggest new possibilities, the Navigational View
Builder above (Figure 3) could use this class of
tight coupling to better support navigating very
large websites. Zooming in on a node’s subtree
in the TreeMap view could exploit the

ConeTree’s ability to bring a node into focus by
rotating it to the front of the tree. This would
help users stay oriented while navigating to lower
levels of the tree structure. The specification for
this new functionality is:
((ConeTree, focus, node),
(TreeMap, zoom, node)).

3.3

Select ↔ Navigate
The Select↔Navigate class of tight coupling

links selection actions in the first view to
navigation actions in the second view, and vice
versa (i.e. navigate in the second view to select in
the first view).
For example, to finish the Navigational
View Builder (Figure 3) specification, users can
select any node in the ConeTree or TreeMap
views to load and display the selected web page
into the web browser view:
((ConeTree, select, node),
(WebBrowser, load, node.URL))
((TreeMap, select, node),
(WebBrowser, load, node.URL)).
This specification also suggests that, to
maintain consistency, following a link in the web
browser to another page on the site should
highlight that new page in the ConeTree and
TreeMap. The specification language helps to
avoid such potential inconsistency ‘bugs’.
The Select↔Navigate tight coupling
strategy is often called “Overview+Detail”.
Users select items from the overview (in this
case, ConeTree or TreeMap) to navigate to
corresponding detailed information in the detail
view (web browser). Likewise, navigating in the
detail view highlights the corresponding selection
in the contextual overview. Overviews provide a
global map of the information, and detail views
provide detailed information about a small
portion. Tightly coupling the views indicates the
location of and provides a mechanism for
navigating the detail from within the context of
the overview. This is advantageous over detailonly visualizations since overviews indicate what
information is available, provide context for
details, guide browsing, promote exploration, and
help avoid getting lost. This strategy has become
commonplace in user interface design. It is used
in many standard tools such as Microsoft Word

and Windows Explorer and is also used with
frames on many web pages.
The Select↔Navigate tight coupling
strategy can also be used to drill down through
multiple layers of a database, with separate
visualizations for each layer.
CASCADE
[SMH96] (Figure 5) provides four layers of
tightly coupled views for zooming through 4
successive levels of scale within a large
document database:
the Docuverse level
(collection of up to 5000 documents organized by
related areas), Webview (up to 500 documents
within a selected area), Landmarks (a single
selected document), and Preview (details of a
selected individual object in a document, such as
properties of a hyperlink). The specification is:
((Docuverse, select, area),
(Webview, load, area.documents))
((Webview, select, document),
(Landmarks, load, document.objects))
((Landmarks, select, object),
(Preview, load, object.properties)).

Figure 5: Drilling down with CASCADE
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System

The Snap-Together Visualization (Snap)
system [NS00] implements this specification
language for tight coupling in a simple graphical
user interface. It enables visualization flexibility
by allowing users to easily link together multiple
views as needed for their data and tasks. Users
first load portions of their data into desired set of
views, and then tightly couple the views together.
As the specification language indicates, to tightly
couple views the user simply chooses the pair of
views, the desired user interface actions for each
view, and the relationship between the data
items.
Currently, Snap can be used for visualizing
data stored in relational databases (using ODBC).
Snap’s main menu window (Figure 6) has a pallet
of different types of views that can be displayed.
These views are actually third party visualization
components, which can be easily added to Snap’s
open architecture using a simple API. Users drag
tables and/or queries from the database onto the
views to display them.
Snap displays a small snap icon on each
view. Users can indicate they wish to tightly
couple two views by dragging the snap icon from
one view to the other view. This opens the Snap
Specification dialog box (Figure 7), in which
users select the user interfaces actions for each
view that they want to tightly couple together.
The relationship between the data items is
determined automatically from the data schema
of the database. Then, the views are tightly
coupled and the user can interact with them as a
unified multiple-view visualization.

4.1

very high in terms of income per capita and
percent college graduates.
The states views are tightly coupled to the
counties views using the overview+detail
strategy (select↔navigate). Selecting Maryland
from the states views reveals details about
Maryland’s counties. Maryland has two counties
that have much higher percentage of college
graduates than the other counties. One of these,
Montgomery County, has the highest per capita
income and is clearly located just north of
Washington DC.

Figure 6: Snap main menu

Scenario

For example, the visualization in Figure 8
was quickly snapped together using the Snap
system to visualize Census population data. It is
composed of 6 views, 3 of U.S. states data (left)
and 3 of counties data (right). Users can explore
from nominal, geographic and numeric
perspectives. The states views show an overview
of the whole country. The scatterplot reveals a
clear relationship between college education and
income per capita. The map, scatterplot, and list
views are tightly coupled for brushing
(select↔select). Selecting Maryland on the map
or list indicates in the scatterplot that it ranks

Figure 7: Snap Specification dialog

The specification used to tightly couple the
views in this example visualization is (note that it
is not necessary to show the specifications for all
pairs of the 6 views since some tight couplings
can be derived by transitivity):
((map_states, select, state),
(scatterplot_states, select, state))
((map_states, select, state),
(list_states, select, state))
((map_counties, select, county),
(scatterplot_counties, select, county))
((map_counties, select, county),
(list_counties, select, county))
((map_states, select, state),
(map_counties, zoom, state))
((map_states, select, state),
(plot_counties, load, state.counties))
((map_states, select, state),
(list_counties, load, state.counties))
This example demonstrates the use of ESRI
MapObjects, a component of the popular
commercial ArcView GIS software package, for
the geographic views. It also uses Spotfire

[AW95], a commercial data visualization tool,
for the scatterplots.
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Conclusions

This
model,
specification
language,
taxonomy, and system establish an initial
fundamental theory for tight coupling of multiple
views in visualization. This helps researchers
and designers to understand the space of
possibilities. In practice, this theory enables a
new form of flexibility in visualization. End
users can specify custom visualizations
composed of tightly coupled views as needed on
the fly for their own complex data and changing
tasks.
Continued work is needed to expand this
initial theory to more complex types of views,
user interface actions, tight couplings, and data
types. It would also be interesting to explore the
combination of this theory for multiple views
with other theories concerning the design of
individual views.

Figure 8: Visualizing census data with Snap

[MFH95]
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